
the ability of the human body to move

or be moved freely. Mobilityis a

possibility of an individual to change

the hierarchical level of his social or

employment status. Mobility is a

characteristic of an object defining the

ease of it’s transportation. Mobility is an

advantage of access to specific

services while moving around or

traveling. Mobility in Tallinn is a theme

combining all of those definitions in one

and bounding them in city borders.

Mobility is a term

approachable from

various different

perspectives. Mobility is   

MOBILITY
IN

TALLINN

Having said that, it becomes clearer how

complex and multileveled the combination

of factors is, forming the mobility in Tallinn.

The system is not only defined by

infrastructure and transportation options, it

is also influenced by the type of labor and

style of living people prefer within it. It is

influenced by global trends in economy

and of course culture. All of those

branches continue to spread, as you try to

map out the system concluding ‘Mobility in

Tallinn’.

Complex topics are supposed to be

structured and solved step by step. Let’s
start with the introduction of a simplest

stakeholder in the topic of Tallinn mobility -

transport. Which immediately can be

divided into public and private halves. 

Use of private

transport has been

growing since

globalization reached

the car industry.

Figure 1
Mobility in Tallinn stakeholder
map
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PRIVATE
TRANSPORT

USAGE
Private cars became a necessity for

individual and family mobility. In reality of

Tallinn, where infrastructure investments

focus development of roads a lot, this

creates a reflection on citizens lives.

Private vehicles are without a doubt the

quickest way of transportation accessible

by citizens. 
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It provides an irrefutable solution to move

on relatively long distances, prescribed by

everyday communications from home to

work or to shop, from work for a walk in a

park or to visit friends. 

Statistically, growth of private transport

popularity can be observed through

graphs describing amounts of new cars

registered each year. With peak drop in

registrations during the latest economic

crises in 2001, 2007 and 2019 it has never

gone below 20000 per year. 

Nevertheless, we must not forget about

other types of private transport besides

cars. These are mostly bikes and bicycles,

followed behind by skateboards, scooters

and many more which also continue to

emerge everyday. 
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Figure 1
Car registration statistics by
year, stat.ee

PUBLIC
TRANSPORT

USAGE

The same everyday

communications are

aimed to be optimized

with public transport

use. Borders of Tallinn

include busses and trolleys, trams and taxi

services. These are transportation tools

aimed to be efficient in the busiest

directions of citizens movement. Lately,

such a statement came to discussions in

regards to reevaluating and reorganizing

routes for establishment of up to date

public infrastructure.

Such trends don’t come unnoticeable, an

extreme trend can be observed starting

from the beginning of covid outbreak.

Since then, usage of public transport has

not stopped it’s degrowth. Even though,

before covid it was already on significantly

lower levels than 10 and 20 years ago. 

members. The purpose of the interviews

was to explore possible outcomes and

value propositions for the various

stakeholders we identified. People we

interviewed were cardrivers and non

cardrivers in age group from 15 to 60 year

old. The goal was to get input for obvious

and non obvious problems as well as

feelings and thoughts that can arise with

the subject. We chose the above

mentioned wide target range because we

see everybody in the street ecosystem.

A common development line in opinions

on public transport use were observed.

People have felt the impact of covid and

have started to prefer more individualized

ways of transport even more. As a reason

for not coming back to public transport

many stated low hygiene of the

environment and high possibility of

meeting ill people there. 

Regarding scooters, our common

expectations were mostly fulfield with

people agreeing on obvious parking

problems and dangerous interactions

between pedestrians and scooter riders,

as an example. 

Our research and interviews led us to

search for solutions where all members of

the road could co-exist, respecting each

other and as a result of which there are

lower number of accidents and everybody

could feel safe.

FIELD
STUDIES

For creating a deeper view

on perception of Tallinn

mobility we turned to the

second stakeholder on the

list: citizens or mobility

Figure 2
Amount of passengers
transported by public transport
per year, stat.ee
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individuals for renting or borrowing assets,

instead of buying and owning them. This

concept brings benefits of more liquidus

resource usage. Recently the Earth’s
population hit 8 billion, together with

trends of supply chain delays for more

expensive assets - these facts create a

good foundation for rapid sharing

economy development. 

The sharing economy, sometimes also

called the collaboration economy, is taking

off in all sorts of niches. Coworking,

ridesharing, airbnb, micromobility etc. all

of these are subconcepts of the sharing

economy. The shared mobility systems

developed rapidly in recent years, which

greatly changed the urban mobility

landscape.

The ideology of micro-mobility is based on

the use of a portable electric scooter as a

new transportation model that has

established itself in Estonia during the last

few years. At the same time, the subject-

area has aroused a strong discussion,

both for and against new ideas. Especially

scooter parking problems and their

security is under dispute. Little

understanding of the electric scooters has

slowed down the integration of electric

scooters into part of the city's public

transportation and the development of

electric scooters.

Lack of understanding for the new mobility

members causes issues on both users

and legal sides. Questions like: “Do I need

to wear a helmet on e-scooter?”, “Where

can I drive e-scooter legally?” - do not

possess a quickly available answer.

SHARING
ECONOMY 

Shared economy is a

concept highlighting

the preference of 

Figure 1
Shared e-scooters scrapped in
container
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As an emerging mobility mode that flexibly

roams around streets, e-scooters’
convenience for first-/last-mile trips is also

accompanied with alarming crash risk.

This has sparked excessive legal

discussion on the deployment of such

micro-mobility systems among

transportation agencies and governments.

There are many cities who banned or

planning to ban e-scooters: Paris is

making a voting among of the residents of

the city to ban or not the e-scooters, in

Amsterdam you can ride only the e-

scooters you own together with helmet

and insurance, in Finland renting e-

scooter is already prohibited during

weekend nights.

Together with safety issues,

implementation issues arise from the

concept of sharing. A negative impact of it

is created due to over deployment of

mobility solutions on the street. Here, it is

viable to bring examples from China,

where huge piles of outdated shared

mobility tools are collected.

OUR VISION
Finishing the overview study on mobility in

Tallinn we decided to focus on problems

with implementation of shared micro

mobility, the e-scooters. Now, let's define

our vision on those problems and

preferred future for their resolution. E-

scooters problem in our view is defined by

4 main interconnected factors: statistical

increase of accidents in micromobility

usage by 64% over year 2022, expansion

of rentable scooters fleet by 60%,

Emergency Care and Police overload with

tasks concerning micromobility accidents,

half of the accidents happening with

intoxicated people. Summarizing it all into

issue of lack of awareness for safety in

use of micromobility. 

Figure 2
Pile of out of date shared
bicycles 
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Figure 1
Feedback loop diagram
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The first ideas on how to influence

described problems come in regards to

infrastructure changes. Here we would like

to state that this is too high of a hierarchy

approach, where individuals have less to

no impact. This was a reason for not

stumbling on global utopian infrastructure

ideas and move on to more user related

propositions.

The obvious problem that came out from

our research into shared e-scooters, was

that there are a lot of accidents happening.

As this is the obvious problem we started

to reframe that. We asked ourselves how

we can look at that problem from another

side and what happens then. This led to

“people get hurt and have a bad

experience” and if we say that “People

don't get hurt and have better

experiences” this how we concluded that

one of the questions we can ask ourselves

is "How can people have a better

experience with micro mobility?”

FEEDBACK
LOOP

ANTHROPOLOGY 
 

How can we give e-scooter riders and

other members better experience in the

street? As mentioned before one of the

key findings is the lack of understanding in

the new mobility system. What way can

we change that? When we were

discussing different concepts and one

interesting notion came out that we

actually want to be safe and usually take a

step back when somebody or in our

example something notes that the actions

we just did were wrong we naturally want

to improve and do better. 

The example is that there are speed

displays that show you your speed as you

are driving. It also has a green happy face

when you are following the speed limit on

that street and a red frowny face when you

go over the limit. That instant feedback

usually makes the driver slow down and

keep a happy face on the display. 

The other part is the social pressure as the

driver behind can also see the speed of

the car in front of him. This idea is also

backed by Albert Bandura who is a

Canadian American psychologist. He

studied how people learn by observing

both the actions of others and the

consequences of those actions. According

to Bandura, people are self-organizing,

proactive, self-regulating and reflective.

People's behavior is the result of thoughts,

assumptions and beliefs related to

themselves or the environment. This is

based on the idea that the person tries to

influence the course of events with his

own actions. Bandura’s Social Cognitive

Theory states that there are 3 phases.

First being “Modeling” where the subject

is learning a skill or an activity during

which the subject uses both selective and

sustained attention to obtain information

and retention by remembering the

information to repeat the activity. 

Another of the interesting concepts within

social cognitive theory is self-efficacy.

Bandura states: “People's beliefs about

their abilities have a profound effect on

those abilities.

Ability is not a fixed property; There is a

huge variability in how they perform.

People who have a sense of self-efficacy

bounce back from failure; they approach

things in terms of how to handle them

rather than worrying about what can go

wrong.“ Bandora, 1997, Self-efficacy: The

Exercise of Control. 

This idea got us thinking about feedback in

general and what kind of feedback do you

get from your ride. Currently you get to

rate your ride with a thumbs up or a

thumbs down and see on your receipt the

cost and time and distance traveled. But

what if you could get better feedback in

the end of your ride based on your own

actions as this data is already collected

from the vehicle and your phone then, it

should be possible to create personalized

feedback system that gives you useful tips

based on your experience and give

warnings if during the ride there was a

dangerous situation and how to avoid it.

This is the way to make people's

experience better by giving them

interesting and useful feedback.
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Figure 1
Bolt style end of ride statistics
design proposition
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SOLUTION
PROPOSITION

Our solution composes out of three main

ideas: excessive data collection

possibilities, possible tips and bonus

system. 

While driving, gps sensor provides

accurate data on scooter position, allowing

to track crosswalks crossings and other

accident causing intersections. 

Proximity sensor addition could give

possibilities of detecting near miss passing

objects, reflecting on unsafe driving and

giving the green light upon driving on the

dedicated bicycle lines or away from

pedestrians. 

A great example coming out of research,

was an explanation of use for two different

breaks. Each e-scooter possess an electro

recuperating break and a mechanical one.

On a topological perspective, it would be

right to call the e-break - a regular break,

and mechanical one - emergency break.

Since why would you use mechanical one,

if you can recharge the battery with the

energy you already used and do not need

and instead need to take it off and slow

down. Also, mechanical break is a more

rapid and unpredictable for people behind

way of slowing down. This way, extensive

use of mechanical one can be treated as a

result of either improper, dangerous

driving techniques or the lack of

knowledge which can be easily sustained

with a tip after a ride.

Other tips, could bring attention to slowing

down in public spaces like busses, or

suggest looking for alternative routes next

time based on collected while ride location

data. Letting know that user loses right of

way if he doesn't get off scooter at

crosswalk creates cautiousness in future.

CONCLUSION
Overall, we believe that a change in

driving culture comes with little steps. And

therefore present a way to start creating

those. Giving users possibilities to learn on

their mistakes creates the above

mentioned feedback loop, which self

sustainably should bring the concept to a

better future. 

Starting this way, service providers could

prevent restricting legislation coming from

government. Eventually, this could save

the existence of the shared micro mobility

concept.

Mobility in Tallinn is a complex and

fascinating topic for discussion, as it

carries a load of possible improvements or

more importantly issues, still waiting for

their revision. 

Even though, we discussed only a little

section of it - an overall understanding of

the topic was required. This lead us

through many ideas concerning different

sections of the field. Hopefully, this paper

summarizes them and creates a wider

impression of insufficiencies of current

infrastructure system.

We also suggest incentivising users by

offering them perks and bonuses based on

their actions. Some of these rewards could

be free riding time, priority booking and

discounts. A good way to engage with

users, is the possibility of implementing

different gamification ideas. 

Figure 2
Inspiring design of behavior
rating, DOTA 2
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